Maryland Area Driver Rehabilitation Programs

This list of Driver Rehabilitation Specialists is provided for MARYLAND customer convenience. The listed providers are known to the Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration (MVA) to be able to complete driving assessments/evaluations for medical fitness to drive. These providers are not employees of the Maryland MVA and their assessments are not business transactions with the Maryland MVA.

Unless noted, all of the programs listed below provide an in-office clinical assessment followed by an on-the-road driving evaluation. For the programs that provide only clinical evaluations, information about the program that they are paired with to perform behind-the-wheel evaluations is provided.

A driver may require adaptive equipment (examples: spinner knob, hand controls, left-foot accelerator) and training. If a program can provide this additional service it will be listed as ADAPTED.

All of the programs listed provide evaluations for experienced drivers. Only a few offer evaluations for First Time (Novice) drivers, who have never before been a licensed driver. Those programs are noted.

The Workforce and Technology Center Division of Rehabilitation Services (DORS) (#15) accepts only DORS clients.

Programs are listed in alphabetical order:

1. Adventist Rehabilitation Hospital of Maryland
   9909 Medical Center Drive; Rockville MD 20850
   240-864-6202
   ADAPTED – car, van and truck

2. Baker Driving Rehabilitation
   626 Trail Ave; Frederick, MD 21701
   Meredith Lyons, OTR/L
   mlyons@bakerdrivingrehab.com
   Jennifer Milsovic, OTR/L
   jmilsovic@bakerdrivingrehab.com
   240-575-5856

3. Beebe Rehabilitation Services
   Baylis Rehabilitation Center
   18941 John J. Williams Highway, #24
   Rehoboth, DE 19971
   Lynne Mason OTR, CDRS
   Lynne_Mason@yahoo.com
   215-886-7706 to schedule appointments
   ADAPTED - car

4. Brant’s Driving School, Inc.
   1614 Debran Lane; Johnstown, PA 15905
   Timothy P. Brant, CDRS
   Brian L. Martin, CDRS
   Sharon Leonard, OTR, DRS
   877-395-7011, (Fax: 814-410-2311)
   www.brantsdrivingschool.com
   ADAPTED – car, van, and truck

5. Doctors Community Hospital
   8118 Good Luck Road; Lanham, MD 20706
   Dana Nixon, OTR/L, DRS
   Oreh Y. Cole, OTRL, DRS
   240-965-8438
   Appointments: 240-542-3389
   http://www.dchweb.org
   Clinical evaluation only
   Behind-the-wheel evaluation and training
   Provided by MedStar National Rehabilitation Network (#7)

6. Focus on Function (F.O.F.)
   Occupational Therapy Services, LLC
   Clients served: Central Maryland
   And Eastern Shore
   Kim High, OTR/L, DRS
   410-484-2761 (Fax, 410-833-4505)
   khigh@foftherapyservices.com
   www.foftherapyservices.com

7. MedStar National Rehabilitation Network
   102 Irving Street NW; Washington, DC 20010
   Mara Levy, OTR/L; Tony Swan, RPT
   Richard Keller, Rehab Engineering
   202-877-1035 (Fax, 202-722-6322)
   ADAPTED - car, van
8. MedStar Good Samaritan Hospital  
   Outpatient Rehabilitation  
   5601 Loch Raven Blvd; Baltimore, MD 21239  
   Carol J. Wheatley, OTR/L, CDRS  
   Amalie Ward, OTR/L, DRS  
   443-444-4601 (Fax, 443-444-4607)  
   Carol.J.Wheatley@Medstar.net  
   ADAPTED - car

9. Rehabilitation of Frederick  
   70 Thomas Johnson Drive, Suite 101  
   Frederick, Maryland 21702  
   Tim Jones, OTR/L, CDRS  
   301-682-9110 (Fax, 201-682-9191)  
   ottjones1@yahoo.com  
   ADAPTED – car, van, and truck  
   Accepts first-time (novice) drivers

10. Saint Agnes Hospital Driving Program  
    900 Caton Ave; Baltimore, MD 21229  
    Hedy Tanenholtz OTR/L  
    Coordinator of Driver Rehab Program  
    410-368-8447  
    htenenho@stagnes.org  
    Sharon Bennett, OTR/L  
    410-368-2800, Ext #5864  
    sbennett@stagnes.org  
    Clinical evaluations only  
    Behind the wheel evaluations and training  
    provided at Saint Agnes Hospital by  
    Brant’s Driving School, Inc (#4)

11. St. Joseph Medical Center  
    7601 Osler Drive; Towson, MD 21204  
    Denise Thatcher, MS, OTR/L  
    Coordinator, Driving Assessment  
    410-427-2431  
    denisethatcher@umm.edu  
    Clinical evaluations only  
    Behind-the-wheel evaluations  
    provided by Focus on Function (#6)

12. Sinai Hospital of Baltimore  
    Mirowksi Building  
    5051 Greenspring Ave, Suite 303  
    Baltimore, MD 21209  
    Jan Crye OTR/L, CDRS  
    410-601-5830 appointments  
    410-601-7363 (Jan Crye)  
    410-601-7361 fax  
    jcrye@lifebridgehealth.org  
    ADAPTED - car

13. Veterans Affairs  
    Loch Raven VA Community Living &  
    Rehabilitation Center  
    3900 Loch Raven Blvd.; Baltimore, MD 21218  
    Kim Cunningham, PT, DPT  
    410-605-7000, ext# 4616  
    Kimberly.Cunningham2@va.gov  
    Accepts only Veterans  
    ADAPTIVE equipment needs only  
    ADAPTED – car, van

14. Washington DC Veterans Administration  
    Medical Center  
    50 Irving Street, NW; Washington, DC 20422  
    Marlowe Eash, MS, OTR/L  
    202-745-8000, Ext #57623  
    Marlowe.Eash@va.gov  
    Accepts Veterans only  
    ADAPTED - car

15. Workforce and Technology Center  
    Division of Rehabilitation Services (DORS)  
    2301 Argonne Drive; Baltimore, MD 21218  
    Art Kleiman, CDRS  
    David Steinberg, MA, CDI  
    Contact Ann Krout for scheduling  
    410-554-9365  
    akrout@dors.state.md.us  
    Accepts only DORS clients  
    ADAPTED – car, van  
    Accepts first-time (novice) drivers